GUSTAVSBERG/

FURNITURE
FURNITURE
FOR ALL
BATHROOMS.
NEW – MORE KNOBS AND HANDLES
NEW – MORE MIRRORS
NEW – GRAPHIC IN GREEN
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GRAPHIC FEATURES BEVELLED EDGES FOR MAXIMUM DESIGN

ARTIC MAKES IT SIMPLE TO CREATE A BEAUTIFUL BATHROOM

WITH GRAPHIC, YOU CAN CHOOSE UNITS 160 MM (OR 320 MM) DEEP, FITTED WITH INTEGRATED LIGHTING FOR MAXIMUM COSINESS.
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IT’S GREEN!
When we took the decision to expand Gustavsberg’s popular Graphic range of furniture by
adding a new colour, we didn’t want to discuss the idea with experts – we wanted to ask the
people who actually use our products. So we asked everyone:
“What new colour would you like us to use on Graphic?”
And by “everyone”, we mean our employees, our customers and visitors to our stand at every
trade fair we attended.
The answer was clear; fully 68 per cent said: green.
In this brochure you can see items from three ranges of furniture that neatly complement each
other: Graphic, Artic and Nordic3.
• Graphic features a dainty graphic design that suits small bathrooms.
• Artic presents a more luxurious expression. The design is more generous and simply radiates quality.
• Nordic3 is a small range of furniture for standard bathrooms.
You will also find a new, expanded range of knobs, handles and mirrors to help you add a purely
personal touch to your bathroom. And, as mentioned above, Graphic is now available in green.

GRAPHIC

ARTIC3
NORDIC

THREE FURNITURE RANGES FROM GUSTAVSBERG
SOFT CLOSE FURNITURE

MOISTURE RESISTANT

THE ACOUSTICS IN A BATHROOM CAN

THE WOOD USED IN GUSTAVSBERG BATHROOM FURNITURE HAS BEEN

RESULT IN LOUD, SUDDEN NOISES

DEVELOPED AND TESTED FOR HIGH DURABILITY IN HOT, HUMID

BEING PARTICULARLY IRRITATING. WITH

BATHROOM ENVIRONMENTS. SMART DESIGN – E.G. THE WAY OUR

SOFT-CLOSE FUNCTIONALITY, CABINET

WASHBASINS EXTEND BEYOND THE EDGE OF OUR WASHBASINS

DOORS AND DRAWERS CLOSE GENTLY

– PROTECTS THE FURNITURE FROM SPLASHES AND ELIMINATES

AND QUIETLY.

UNNECESSARY MOISTURE TRAPS.
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GRAPHIC
Graphic presents daintier dimensions than most other bathroom furniture
units. Our fundamental idea when creating this range was ‘maximum storage
in minimum space’. The result was a modular approach, where form is very
much a feature of function. The design is based on graphic shapes with repeated dimensions, which makes it remarkably simple to furnish with Graphic.

TA LL C A BINE T
The tall cabinet is available in two depths: one for
more compact bathrooms, the other for more
spacious areas.
The deeper model features smart storage compartments on the inside
of the door. This means
more storage – neater and
tidier, too.

VA NI T Y UNI T S
The Graphic range contains
vanity unit models for large
and small bathrooms alike.
All units share a slightly shallower depth than most other
vanity units.
You can use the full length
of the drawers as all connections are made behind
the unit. The “concealed
compartment” provides
extra surface space. The
full-coverage washbasin in
slim, white bathroom porcelain radiates freshness and
elegance.
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MIR ROR C A BINE T S/ MIR ROR S
The lighting rail above the mirror provides effective, yet soft
and pleasant lighting when you
use the mirror. Smart details
such as the knick-knack magnet
and magnifying mirror are included in the mirror cabinet.

WA LL C A BINE T
The wall cabinet, too, is available in two depths so you
can give free rein to your creativity. You can install these
cabinets side by side, one above
the other, or in an L-shape if you
prefer.
Deep units for the bottom row,
with slimmer models above.
There is no end to the combination
options. No matter how you
choose to install the cabinets, you
can be sure of straight top and
bottom lines, which is ideal for
creating a harmonious impression.
The practical lighting in the
counter top ramps up the ‘snug
factor’ in the bathroom.
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GRAPHIC – SUITS ALL BATHROOMS

3M

MINIMUM A R E A
Graphic is an ideal range for small,
elongated, L-shaped and compact
bathrooms.
Smart design combined with unit
depth of just 160 mm on the wall and
tall cabinets – along with a vanity unit
that is only 450 mm wide – translate
into more and better solutions. You
can be sure of maximum storage,
along with maximum surface space
for the things you want to display in
your small bathroom

6M

M AGNIF IC EN T FOR M
The benefits of Graphic also extend to what it does not include. No fixtures to disrupt the holistic impression. No stick-on details to irritate the
eyes. No unnecessarily expansive dimensions – making medium-sized
bathrooms seem bigger. Moreover, wall cabinets and tall cabinets are
available in two depths to suit both large and small bathrooms.
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10M
LIK E A SINGLE UNI T

MARMOR

The basic idea is ‘maximum storage in minimum space’. That said, excellent function
is nothing without fantastic form. No matter how you choose to furnish with Graphic,
all modules in the range interact seamlessly to form a single unit. The design is
based on the repetition of graphic shapes and dimensions; for example, three wall
cabinets on top of each other are exactly the same height as a tall cabinet.
The overall impression in a large bathroom is beautiful and harmonious.
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GRAPHIC – MAXIMUM STORAGE
IN MINIMUM SPACE

A LL K INDS OF C OMBIN AT ION S

NO F INGER PR IN T S

By combining modules, doors and – in particular – knobs
and handles, you can create your very own Graphic look in
the bathroom.

Free from handles, the mirror is neater and easier to
clean. Moreover, the frosted edging conceals unsightly
fingerprints.

SM A R T S TOR AGE
Neat and tidy storage in the drawers with their useful
dividers. Quiet operation thanks to Soft-Close functionality and soundproofing mats. The smart water trap fits
in snugly behind the cabinet, allowing you to make use
of the full length of the drawer. The lighting in the drawer
ensures an even better overview.
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F R EE S UP SPAC E

BEHIND T HE DOOR

With a unit depth of just 160 mm, it is simple to furnish,
find storage space and free up floor space – even in small
bathrooms.

The insides of the doors to the deep tall cabinet (320 mm)
are fitted with practical storage compartments for the
things you use most often.

SLIMMER , NE AT ER WA SHBA SIN
More slender dimensions are a treat for the eye, but the
material used is still durable, glossy bathroom porcelain.

SEC R E T C OMPA R T MEN T W I T H M AGNE T
You need space for even the small bits and bobs. The magnetic strip keeps the metal items in place. The drop down
“concealed compartment” provides practical surface space,
and you can even add a concealed electrical socket here.

P U T T HE BE S T YOU H AV E ON DISPL AY
It’s a great idea to use the storage cube for items you want
to keep easily accessible – or simply to put on display.

SM A R T LIGH T ING
The lighting under the counter top does its job when the cabinet is open or closed.
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ARTIC
Artic’s timeless design makes all bathrooms more beautiful The units are
based on standard dimensions and feature generous surface space, as
well as a host of smart details. The clean lines and the well-thought-out
solutions come with a wide range of handles to add character and style.
With a generous 120 mm wide porcelain washbasin featuring two mixers,
Artic is always a choice that makes a big impression.

TA LL C A BINE T
The deep tall cabinet model
allows you to make full use of
the height of your bathroom.
This means more space for
storage without cutting back
on floor space – or the sense of
well-being.
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MIR ROR C A BINE T
There is an integrated electrical socket inside the Artic mirror cabinet.
Other smart details include a practical knick-knack magnet strip and a
magnifying mirror. The light rail above the cabinet provides effective yet
soft lighting. The lighting beneath the cabinet generates ambience and a
sense of well-being morning, noon and night.

VA NI T Y UNI T S
Vanity units from the Artic range are synonymous with neat details. Smart
design allows you to use the full extent of the deep drawers, and gives
you a complete overview of their contents. The drawer divider keeps
things in order, while the soundproofing mats in the bottom make life in
the bathroom a little quieter and more pleasant. If you enjoy using the
bathroom together, choose a dual washbasin or a generous model with
two mixers. If you would rather have the full washbasin area for yourself,
there is also several models with a single mixer.
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ARTIC – ONE BATHROOM
– THREE DIFFERE NT EXPR ESSIONS

SNUG A ND S T Y LISH
The Artic range is the elegant option for bathrooms in modern apartments, but it looks just as good in old wooden buildings with their innate
charm. Classic, slightly more worked fronts and white shade-in-shade
details feel warm and inviting. Discreet yet effective lighting heightens
the sense of well-being.
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LIGH T A ND F R E SH
Timeless, no-frills design with a wide range of fronts and handles makes Artic something of a chameleon. In a light, airy
bathroom, White fronts and polished metal details – mixers, knobs, etc. – play a key role in the first impression: fresh!

LU X UR IOUS LINE S
It is said that ‘it’s all in the details’, but with Artic, even more dramatic initiatives work just as well. Generous surfaces,
exclusive tiles and daring contrasts – completely black cabinets on white walls, for example – create a sense of luxury and
highlight the stylish furnishing of the room as a whole.
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ARTIC MAKES EVERYDAY LIFE SWEETER

ELEC T R IC A L SOC K E T IN SIDE T HE MIR ROR C A BINE T
The discreet electrical socket is protected from moisture –
but located just where you need it the most.

FOR M IS F UNC T ION
The frosted edging spirits away fingerprints. The lighting
below the mirror cabinet ramps up the ambience.

M A X IMUM S TOR AGE
Smart design allows you to use the full extent of the
drawer for storage.

M AGNIF Y ING MIR ROR
SM A R T BOT TOM VA LV E
The efficient bottom valve catches all waste, and is quick and
simple to clean.
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Any self-respecting bathroom cabinet needs a magnifying
mirror. And you can place this one wherever it will be most
useful.

NE AT A ND T IDY
Use the drawer divider to keep all your bits and bobs neat
and tidy.

S TOR E V ER T IC A LLY
The tall cabinet has space for most of the things you need
in the bathroom. You can use it to store items that are too
tall to fit in your washstand drawer.

NO MOR NING WA I T
Two mixers fitted side by side in a 1,000 mm washbasin cut
waiting times to brush teeth in the morning.
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GRAPHIC BATHROOM FURNITURE
Graphic features slightly daintier dimensions than most
other bathroom furniture units. The design is based on the
repetition of graphic shapes and dimensions; for example,
three wall cabinets on top of each other equal exactly the
same height as a tall cabinet, making it extremely easy
to furnish with Graphic. Moreover, wall cabinets and tall
cabinets are available in two depths to suit both large and
small bathrooms.

VANITY UNITS WITH WASHBASIN

WALL CABINET

Height
565 mm

Depth
410 mm

450

600

800

Height
550 mm

1000

600
Width mm

Depth
160 mm

Width mm

MIRROR CABINET

Width mm

450

STORAGE CUBE

Height
275 mm

Depth
160 mm

Height
650 mm

800 1000

Width mm

1000 1200
450 600 800

Height
1650 mm

LIGHTING FOR MIRROR
CABINETS AND MIRRORS

To see the complete range, turn to page 31.

Width 300 mm
Depth
160 mm

Width
300 mm

HANDLES AND KNOBS

COLOURS

The cherry on top: the handles. The perfect way to change the expression
of your bathroom, from trendy modern to traditional rural. All handles
and knobs match all our bathroom furniture units. Several of the knobs
can also be mounted on walls as towel hooks. To see the complete range,
turn to page 32-33.

Cabinet doors and carcases of the same colour create
a harmonious bathroom

White
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Width mm

TALL CABINET

To see the complete range, turn to page 30.

600

600
Depth
320 mm

MIRRORS

Height
550 mm

Depth
160 mm

Height
550 mm

Warm grey

Depth
320 mm

Green

Width
300 mm

GRAPHIC VANIT Y UNIT WITH WASHBASIN
• W
 ith a narrower depth to allow installation also in
small bathrooms
• Concealed storage for small items, and space for
fitting an electrical socket
• The fold-out concealed storage provides extra surface
space when necessary, and contains a knick-knack magnet
• Soft-closing drawers for smooth and silent closing
• Drawers with full-length pull-out for a complete
overview of all your bits and pieces
• Space to run pipes behind the drawers

•
•
•
•
•
•

 pace-saving vanity unit water trap with pop-up function included.
S
Available in three colours
Same material and colour on the cabinet carcases, doors and drawers
Material: Bathroom-class MDF adapted to humid environments
Full-coverage porcelain washbasin
Installation system that is quick and easy to fit on the wall and then
adjust to the right position
•	A variety of handles in different styles available as extras (page 32-33)
• Electrical socket, lighting for drawers (page 31) and drawer insert
available as extras

WIDTH 450 MM

WIDTH 600 MM
White Graphic
vanity unit with washbasin

White Graphic
vanity unit with washbasin

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 450 mm.
Height 565 mm.
Depth 410 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 565 mm.
Depth 410 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71GCVU45DHWB

GB71GCVU60DHWB

Warm grey Graphic
vanity unit with washbasin

Warm grey Graphic
vanity unit with washbasin

Colour:
Warm grey
Dimensions*: 	Width 450 mm.
Height 565 mm.
Depth 410 mm

Colour:
Warm grey
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 565 mm.
Depth 410 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71GCVU45GRWB

GB71GCVU60GRWB

Green Graphic
vanity unit with washbasin

Green Graphic
vanity unit with washbasin

Colour: 		
Green
Dimensions*: 	Width 450 mm.
Height 565 mm.
Depth 410 mm

Colour:
Green
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 565 mm.
Depth 410 mm

Art-no: GB71GCVU45GNWB

Art-no:

GB71GCVU60GNWB

Drawer insert 450 mm

Drawer insert 600 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 350 mm.
Height 135 mm.
Depth 205 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 500 mm.
Height 135 mm.
Depth 205 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71GCDR45

GB71GCDR60

GRAPHIC BRACKETS FOR WASHBASIN
• For wall-mounting Graphic washbasins
• Made of painted sheet steel
• With space for a hand towel at the front

Graphic washbasin bracket, 450 mm
Colour: White/chrome
Art nr: GB71GCBR45DH
Graphic washbasin bracket, 600 mm
Colour: White/chrome
Art nr: GB71GCBR60DH
*) Dimensions apply to furniture unit without washbasin. For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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GRAPHIC VANIT Y UNITS WITH WASHBASIN
WIDTH 800 MM

WIDTH 1000 MM
White Graphic
vanity unit with washbasin

White Graphic
vanity unit with washbasin

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 800 mm.
Height 565 mm.
Depth 410 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 1000 mm.
Height 565 mm.
Depth 410 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71GCVU80DHWB

GB71GCVU10DHWB

Warm grey Graphic
vanity unit with washbasin

Warm grey Graphic
vanity unit with washbasin

Colour:
Warm grey
Dimensions*: Width 800 mm.
Height 565 mm.
Depth 410 mm

Colour:
Warm grey
Dimensions*: 	Width 1000 mm.
Height 565 mm.
Depth 410 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71GCVU80GRWB

GB71GCVU10GRWB

Green Graphic
vanity unit with washbasin

Green Graphic
vanity unit with washbasin

Colour:
Green
Dimensions*: 	Width 800 mm.
Height 565 mm.
Depth 410 mm

Colour:
Green
Dimensions*: 	Width 1000 mm.
Height 565 mm.
Depth 410 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71GCVU80GNWB

GB71GCVU10GNWB

Drawer insert 800 mm

Drawer insert 1000 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 700 mm.
Height 135 mm.
Depth 205 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 900 mm.
Height 135 mm.
Depth 205 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71GCDR80

GB71GCDR10

GRAPHIC BRACKETS FOR WASHBASIN
• For wall-mounting Graphic washbasins
• Made of painted sheet steel
• With space for a hand towel at the front

Graphic washbasin bracket, 800 mm
Colour: White/chrome
Art nr: GB71GCBR80DH
Graphic washbasin bracket, 1000 mm
Colour: White/chrome
Art nr: GB71GCBR10DH
*) Dimensions apply to furniture unit without washbasin. For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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GRAPHIC MIRROR CABINET
•
•
•
•
•

 ouble-sided, soft-closing mirror doors
D
Two moveable glass shelves
Space to install an electrical socket
Frosted bottom edge to prevent fingerprints on the mirror
Material: Bathroom-class MDF adapted to humid environments

• Installation system that is quick and easy to fit on the wall and
then adjust to the right position.
• Bathroom light and electrical socket (page 31) as extras
• Magnifying mirror included, for positioning where required
• Knick-knack magnet included, for positioning where required

MIRROR CABINET, WIDTH 450 MM

Dimensions*: Width 450 mm.
Height 550 mm.
Depth 160 mm

Colour: White
Art-no: GB71GCMC45DH
Colour: Warm grey
Art-no: GB71GCMC45GR
Colour: Green
Art-no: GB71GCMC45GN

MIRROR CABINET, WIDTH 600 MM

Dimensions*: Width 600 mm.
Height 550 mm.
Depth 160 mm

Colour: White
Art-no: GB71GCMC60DH
Colour: Warm grey
Art-no: GB71GCMC60GR
Colour: Green
Art-no: GB71GCMC60GN

MIRROR CABINET, WIDTH 800 MM

Dimensions*: Width 800 mm.
Height 550 mm.
Depth 160 mm

Colour: White
Art-no: GB71GCMC80DH
Colour: Warm grey
Art-no: GB71GCMC80GR
Colour: Green
Art-no: GB71GCMC80GN

MIRROR CABINET, WIDTH 1000 MM

Dimensions*: W
 idth 1000 mm.
Height 550 mm.
Depth 160 mm

Colour: White
Art-no: GB71GCMC10DH
Colour: Warm grey
Art-no: GB71GCMC10GR
Colour: Green
Art-no: GB71GCMC10GN

LIGHTING FOR MIRROR CABINETS AND MIRRORS
To see the complete range turn to page 31

*) For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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GRAPHIC WALL CABINET
•	Available in two depths for flexible storage,
even in limited space
• Soft-closing doors
• Two moveable glass shelves
•	Can be combined with other Graphic wall and
tall cabinets to create storage modules
• Available in three different colours

• Same material and colour on the cabinet carcases and doors
• Material: Bathroom-class MDF adapted to humid environments
•	Installation system that is quick and easy to fit on the wall and
then adjust to the right position.
• Finish off with a counter top with integrated lighting
•	A variety of handles in different styles available as extras
(page 32-33).

DEPTH 160 MM

DEPTH 320 MM
White Graphic wall cabinet

White Graphic wall cabinet

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 550 mm.
Depth 160 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 550 mm.
Depth 320 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71GCSC6016DH

GB71GCSC6032DH

Warm grey Graphic kwall cabinet

Warm grey Graphic kwall cabinet

Colour:
Warm grey
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 550 mm.
Depth 160 mm

Colour:
Warm grey
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 550 mm.
Depth 320 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71GCSC6016GR

GB71GCSC6032GR

Green Graphic wall cabinet

Green Graphic wall cabinet

Colour:
Green
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 550 mm.
Depth 160 mm

Colour:
Green
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 550 mm.
Depth 320 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71GCSC6016GN

GB71GCSC6032GN

GRAPHIC OPEN STORAGE CUBE
• Can be combined with Graphic wall cabinet to create storage modules
• Available in three different colours
• Material: Bathroom-class MDF adapted to humid environments
• Installation system that is quick and easy to fit on the wall and then adjust to the correct position.
Dimensions*: W
 idth 300 mm.
Height 300 mm.
Depth 160 mm.

Färg:
White
Art-no: GB71GCOS30DH

Färg:
Warm grey
Art-no: GB71GCOS30GR

Färg:
Green
Art-no: GB71GCOS30GN

*) Dimensions apply to furniture unit without washbasin. For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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GRAPHIC COUNTER TOP FOR WALL CABINET
• Expands surface space and elevates the appearance of your Graphic wall cabinet.
• Two different lengths for fitting on one or two adjacent wall cabinets
•	Integrated LED-lighting illuminates the interior of the cabinet when the doors are open,
and adds decorative lighting when they are closed.
• Material: Bathroom-class MDF and particleboard adapted to humid environments

COUNTER TOP FOR WALL CABINET
DEPTH 160 MM

COUNTER TOP FOR WALL CABINET
DEPTH 320 MM

White Graphic
counter top with lighting

White Graphic
counter top with lighting

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 19 mm.
Depth 200 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 19 mm.
Depth 360 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71GCTP6016DH

GB71GCTP6032DH

Warm grey Graphic
counter top with lighting

Warm grey Graphic
counter top with lighting

Colour:
Warm grey
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 19 mm.
Depth 200 mm

Colour:
Warm grey
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 19 mm.
Depth 360 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71GCTP6016GR

GB71GCTP6032GR

Green Graphic
counter top with lighting

Green Graphic
counter top with lighting

Colour:
Green
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 19 mm.
Depth 200 mm

Colour:
Green
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 19 mm.
Depth 360 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71GCTP6016GN

GB71GCTP6032GN

White Graphic counter top
with lighting. For two adjacent
600 mm wall cabinets

White Graphic counter top
with lighting. For two adjacent
600 mm wall cabinets

Colour: White

Colour: White

Dimensions*: 	
Width 1200 mm.
Height 19 mm.
Depth 200 mm

Dimensions*: 	
Width 1200 mm.
Height 19 mm.
Depth 360 mm

Art-no: GB71GCTP1216DH

Art-no: GB71GCTP1232DH

Warm grey Graphic counter top
with lighting. For two adjacent
600 mm wall cabinets

Warm grey Graphic counter top
with lighting. For two adjacent
600 mm wall cabinets

Colour: Warm grey

Colour: Warm grey

Dimensions*: 	
Width 1200 mm.
Height 19 mm.
Depth 200 mm

Dimensions*: 	
Width 1200 mm.
Height 19 mm.
Depth 360 mm

Art-no: GB71GCTP1216GR

Art-no: GB71GCTP1232GR

Green Graphic counter top
with lighting. For two adjacent
600 mm wall cabinets

Green Graphic counter top
with lighting. For two adjacent
600 mm wall cabinets

Colour: Green

Colour: Green

Dimensions*: 	
Width 1200 mm.
Height 19 mm.
Depth 200 mm

Dimensions*: 	
Width 1200 mm.
Height 19 mm.
Depth 360 mm

Art-no: GB71GCTP1216GN

Art-no: GB71GCTP1232GN

*) Dimensions apply to furniture unit without washbasin. For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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GRAPHIC TALL CABINET
•	Available in two depths for flexible storage,
even in limited space
•	With a narrower depth (160 mm) to allow installation
also in small bathrooms
•	The deeper model (320 mm) features smart storage
in the upper door
• Soft-closing doors
•	Reversible doors for right- or left-hand installation
•	One fixed wooden shelf, and four moveable glass shelves

•	Can be combined with other Graphic wall and tall cabinets to create
different storage modules
•	One tall cabinet is the same height as three Graphic wall cabinets
•	Available in three colours
•	Same material and colour on the cabinet carcases and doors
•	Material: Bathroom-class MDF adapted to humid environments
•	Installation system that is quick and easy to fit on the wall and then
adjust to the right position.
•	A variety of handles in different styles available as extras (page 32-33).

DEPTH 160 MM

DEPTH 320 MM

White Graphic
tall cabinet

Warm grey Graphic
tall cabinet

Green Graphic
tall cabinet

White Graphic
tall cabinet

Warm grey Graphic
tall cabinet

Green Graphic
tall cabinet

Colour: White
Dimensions*: 	
Width 300 mm.
Height 1650 mm.
Depth 160 mm

Colour: Warm grey
Dimensions*: 	
Width 300 mm.
Height 1650 mm.
Depth 160 mm

Colour: Green
Dimensions*:
Width 300 mm.
Height 1650 mm.
Depth 160 mm

Colour: White
Dimensions*:
Width 300 mm.
Height 1650 mm.
Depth 320 mm

Colour: Warm grey
Dimensions*: 	
Width 300 mm.
Height 1650 mm.
Depth 320 mm

Colour: Green
Dimensions*:
Width 300 mm.
Height 1650 mm.
Depth 320 mm

Art-no: GB71GCTC16DH

Art-no: GB71GCTC16GR

Art-no: GB71GCTC16GN

Art-no: GB71GCTC32DH

Art-no: GB71GCTC32GR

Art-no: GB71GCTC32GN

*) Dimensions apply to furniture unit without washbasin. For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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FURNITURE FOR ALL BATHROOMS

Create your personal
style with Graphic.

A STRONGLY ATTRACTIVE ROOM
The bathroom deserves its own magazine packed with tips, trends and inspiration. That is why we have come up
with “Inspired by gustavsberg”, an internet magazine devoted to everything about your bathroom.
Welcome to InspiredBy on gustavsberg.com

ARTIC BATHROOM FURNITURE
Artic’s timeless design makes all bathrooms more beautiful.
Artic is a cultured range, but the cabinets can easily ‘swallow’
everything you need to keep in a bathroom.
The units are based on standard dimensions and feature
generous storage areas and surface space, as well as a host
of smart details.

VANITY UNITS WITH WASHBASIN

TALL CABINET

Height
585 mm

Depth
480 mm

620

820

1020

Height
1630 mm

1220

Width mm

MIRROR CABINET

MIRROR

To see the complete range, turn to page 30

Höjd
650 mm

Height
662 mm

Depth
132 mm

Width mm

600

800 1000 1200

Bredd mm

1000 1200
450 600 800
Depth
370 mm

Width
350 mm

LIGHTING FOR MIRROR CABINETS AND MIRRORS
To see the complete range, turn to page 31.

HANDLES AND KNOBS

COLOUR

The cherry on top: the handles. The perfect way to change the expression
of your bathroom, from trendy modern to traditional rural. All handles
and knobs match all our bathroom furniture units. Several of the knobs
can also be mounted on walls as towel hooks. To see the complete range,
turn to page 32-33.

Cabinet doors and carcases of the same colour create a
harmonious bathroom

White
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White framed
front

Black oak

White melamine
front with grip
(only on vanity
units)

ARTIC VANIT Y UNITS WITH WASHBASIN
•	Soft-closing drawers for smooth and silent closing.
•	Drawers with full-length pull-out for a complete
overview of all your bits and pieces.
•	Space to run pipes behind the drawers.
•	Available in four colours and styles
•	Same material and colour on the cabinet carcases,
doors and drawers
•	Material: Bathroom-class MDF or particleboard

WIDTH 600 MM

adapted to humid environments
•	Full-cover porcelain washbasin with generous surfaces
•	Water trap with easy-to-clean pop-up bottom valve included
•	Installation system that is quick and easy to fit on the wall and then
adjust to the right position.
•	A variety of handles in different styles available as extras (page 32-33)
•	Electrical socket, lighting for drawers (page 31) and drawer insert
available as extras

WIDTH 800 MM
White Artic
vanity unit with washbasin

White Artic
vanity unit with washbasin

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 620 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 820 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB714860DHWB

GB714880DHWB

White framed front Artic
vanity unit with washbasin

White framed front Artic
vanity unit with washbasin

Colour:
White framed front
Dimensions*: 	Width 620 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Colour:
White framed front
Dimensions*: 	Width 820 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB714860WFWB

GB714880WFWB

Black oak Artic
vanity unit with washbasin

Black oak Artic
vanity unit with washbasin

Colour:
Black oak
Dimensions*: Width 620 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Colour:
Black oak
Dimensions*: 	Width 820 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB714860BLWB

GB714880BLWB

White melamine front Artic
vanity unit with grip

White melamine front Artic
vanity unit with grip

Colour:
White melamin
Dimensions*: Width 620 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Colour:
White melamin
Dimensions*: 	Width 820 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB714860AGWB

GB714880AGWB

Drawer insert 600 mm

Drawer insert 800 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 520 mm.
Height 135 mm.
Depth 205 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 720 mm.
Height 135 mm.
Depth 205 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7148DR60

GB7148DR80

*) Dimensions apply to furniture unit without washbasin. For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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ARTIC VANIT Y UNITS WITH WASHBASIN

WIDTH 1000 MM
WITH WASHBASIN WITH ONE MIXER HOLE

WIDTH 1000 MM
WITH WASHBASIN WITH TWO MIXER HOLES

White Artic
vanity unit with washbasin

White Artic
vanity unit with washbasin

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 1020 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 1020 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB714810DHWB1

GB714810DHWB2

White framed front Artic
vanity unit with washbasin

White framed front Artic
vanity unit with washbasin

Colour:
White framed front
Dimensions*: 	Width 1020 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Colour:
White framed front
Dimensions*: 	Width 1020 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB714810WFWB1

GB714810WFWB2

Black oak Artic
vanity unit with washbasin

Black oak Artic
vanity unit with washbasin

Colour:
Black oak
Dimensions*: 	Width 1020 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Colour:
Black oak
Dimensions*: 	Width 1020 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB714810BLWB1

GB714810BLWB2

White melamine front Artic
vanity unit with grip

White melamine front Artic
vanity unit with grip

Colour:
White melamin
Dimensions*: 	Width 1020 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Colour:
White melamin
Dimensions*: 	Width 1020 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB714810AGWB1

GB714810AGWB2

Drawer insert 1000 mm

Drawer insert 1000 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 920 mm.
Height 135 mm.
Depth 205 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 920 mm.
Height 135 mm.
Depth 205 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7148DR10

GB7148DR10

*) Dimensions apply to furniture unit without washbasin. For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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ARTIC VANIT Y UNITS WITH DOUBLE WASHBASIN

WIDTH 1200 MM

ARTIC WASHBASIN BRACKET
•	For wall mounting Artic washbasins
•	Made of painted sheet steel
•	With space for hand towel on the rail
White Artic
vanity unit with double washbasin
Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 1220 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 485 mm
Art-no:

GB714812DHWB

White framed front Artic
vanity unit with double washbasin
Colour:
White framed
Dimensions*: 	Width 1220 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm
Art-no:

GB714812WFWB

Black oak Artic
vanity unit with double washbasin
Colour:
Black oak
Dimensions*: 	Width 1220 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm
Art-no:

Artic washbasin bracket 600 mm
Colour: White/Crome
Art nr: GB7148BR60DH

GB714812BLWB
Artic washbasin bracket 800 mm
Colour: White/Crome
Art nr: GB7148BR80DH

Artic washbasin bracket 1000 mm
White melamine front Artic
vanity unit with grip and double washbasin

Colour: White/Crome
Art nr: GB7148BR10DH

Colour: White melamin
Dimensions*: 	Width 1220 mm.
Height 585 mm.
Depth 480 mm

Artic washbasin bracket 1200 mm

Art-no:

GB714812AGWB

Colour: White/Crome
Art nr: GB7148BR12DH

Drawer insert 600 mm
Colour: White
Dimensions*: 	Width 520 mm för en låda
Height 135 mm.
Depth 205 mm
Art-no:

GB7148DR60

*) Dimensions apply to furniture unit without washbasin. For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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ARTIC MIRROR CABINET
•	Double-sided, soft-closing mirror doors
•	LED lighting above and below the cabinet,
colour temperature 3000 K
•	Integrated electrical socket inside the cabinet
•	Two moveable glass shelves
•	Frosted bottom edge to prevent fingerprints on the mirror
•	Encapsulation class IP44
•	For installation in area 2 in the bathroom
•	The electrical installation must be performed by an authorised

electrician
•	Intended for fixed installation on walls
•	Installation system that is quick and easy to fit on the wall and
then adjust to the right position.
•	Material: Bathroom-class particle board adapted to humid
environments
•	Magnifying mirror included, for positioning where required
•	Knick-knack magnet included, for positioning where required

WIDTH 600 MM
White Artic mirror cabinet

Black oak Artic mirror cabinet

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 662 mm.
Depth 132 mm

Colour:
Black oak
Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 662 mm.
Depth 132 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71488860DH

GB71488860BO

WIDTH 800 MM
White Artic mirror cabinet

Black oak Artic mirror cabinet

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 800 mm.
Height 662 mm.
Depth 132 mm

Colour:
Black oak
Dimensions*: 	Width 800 mm.
Height 662 mm.
Depth 132 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71488880DH

GB71488880BO

WIDTH 1000 MM
White Artic mirror cabinet

Black oak Artic mirror cabinet

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 1000 mm.
Height 662 mm.
Depth 132 mm

Colour:
Black oak
Dimensions*: 	Width 1000 mm.
Height 662 mm.
Depth 132 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71488810DH

GB71488810BO

WIDTH 1200 MM
White Artic mirror cabinet

Black oak Artic mirror cabinet

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 1200 mm.
Height 662 mm.
Depth 132 mm

Colour:
Black oak
Dimensions*: 	Width 1200 mm.
Height 662 mm.
Depth 132 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71488812DH

GB71488812BO

*) For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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ARTIC TALL CABINET
•	Soft-closing doors
•	Reversible doors for right- or left-hand installation
•	One fixed wooden shelf, and three moveable glass shelves
•	Available in three colours and styles
•	Same material and colour on the cabinet carcases and doors
•	Material: Bathroom-class MDF or particleboard adapted to humid environments
•	Installation system that is quick and easy to fit on the wall and then adjust to the right position.
•	A variety of handles in different styles available as extras (page 32-33)

White Artic tall cabinet

White framed Artic tall cabinet

Black oak Artic tall cabinet

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	Width 350 mm.
Height 1630 mm.
Depth 370 mm

Colour:
White framed
Dimensions*: 	Width 350 mm.
Height 1630 mm.
Depth 370 mm

Colour:
Black oak
Dimensions*: 	Width 350 mm.
Height 1630 mm.
Depth 370 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB714870DH00

GB714870WF00

GB714870BO00

*) Dimensions apply to furniture unit without washbasin. For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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MIRRORS
•	All installation components supplied

WIDTH 450 MM

WIDTH 600 MM

WIDTH 800 MM

Dimensions*: 	Width 450 mm.
Height 650 mm.

Dimensions*: 	Width 600 mm.
Height 650 mm.

Dimensions*: 	Width 800 mm.
Height 650 mm.

Art-no.: GB7148804500U

Art-no:

Art-no:

WIDTH 1000 MM

GB7148806000U

GB7148808000U

WIDTH 1200 MM
Dimensions*: 	Width 1000 mm.
Height 650 mm.

Dimensions*: 	Width 1200 mm.
Height 650 mm.

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7148801000U

GB7148801200U

ROUND MIRRORS
•	All installation components supplied
•	Simple installation with adjustable fitting

Ø 600 MM

Ø 800 MM

Ø 1000 MM

Art-no.: GB71GCMR60

Art-no: GB71GCMR80

Art-no: GB71GCMR10

*) For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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LIGHTING FOR MIRROR CABINETS AND MIRRORS
•	All installation components supplied
•	LED lighting, colour temperature 3000 K
•	Encapsulation class IP44

•	The electrical installation must be performed by an
authorised electrician
•	For installation in area 2 in the bathroom

Lighting for mirrors/mirror cabinets Length: 300 mm

Lighting for mirrors/mirror cabinets Length: 500 mm

Colour:
Chrome
Dimensions*: 	Width 300 mm.
Height 40 mm
Depth 108 mm

Färg:
Chrome
Dimensions*: 	Width 500 mm.
Height 40 mm
Depth 108 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB71GCCL30

GB71GCCL50

Färg:
Chrome/frosted glass
Dimensions*: 	Width 45 mm.
Height 80 mm
Depth 45 + 61 mm
Art-no:

GB7148804601 (1 piece)

LIGHTING RAIL FOR DRAWERS
•	Suits Graphic and Artic vanity units
•	For fitting in the vanity unit behind the drawer front
•	A sensor activates the lighting when the drawer is opened
•	Power supply: 12 V DC

•	LED lighting, colour temperature 3000 K
•	Output 1.5–6 W
•	Encapsulation class IP44

 idth: 600 mm
W
Art nr: GB7199DL60
 idth: 800 mm
W
Art nr: GB7199DL80
 idth: 1000 mm
W
Art nr: GB7199DL10

ELECTRICAL SOCKET
•	A space-saving electrical socket for positioning in the cabinet of your choice.
For charging electric toothbrushes, or for using a hair dryer or electric razor
• All installation components supplied
• Encapsulation class IP44
• The electrical installation must be performed by an authorised electrician

Electrical socket
Colour: White
Art-no: GB711800220

*) For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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HANDLES AND KNOBS
• All handles and knobs match all our bathroom furniture units.
• Several knobs can also be mounted on walls as towel hooks.

Handle H1

Handle H5

Colour:
Chrome
Dimensions*: 	C-C between
screws 96 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	C-C between screws 32 mm
Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7199H5WH032

GB7199H1CR096

Handle H2

Handle H5

Colour:
Black/chrome
Dimensions*: 	C-C between
screws 96 mm

Colour:
White
Dimensions*: 	C-C between screws 128 mm
Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7199H5WH128

GB7199H2CW096

Handle H2

Handle H8

Colour:
Black/chrome
Dimensions*: 	C-C between
screws 128 mm

Colour:
Chrome
Dimensions*: C-C between screws 160 mm
Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7199H8CR160

GB7199H2CW128

Handle H4

Handle H8

Colour:
Chrome
Dimensions*: 	C-C between
screws 128 mm

Colour: Brass
Dimensions*: C-C between screws 160 mm
Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7199H8BR160

GB7199H4CR128

Handle H4

Handle H8

Colour:
Chrome
Dimensions*: 	C-C between
screws 160 mm

Colour:
Black
Dimensions*: C-C between screws 160 mm
Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7199H8BL160

GB7199H4CR160

Handle H4

Handle H8

Colour:
Chrome
Dimensions*: 	C-C between
screws 224 mm

Colour:
Chrome/black leather
Dimensions*: C-C between screws 160 mm
Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7199H8CB160

GB7199H4CR224

Handle H4

Handle H8

Colour:
Black
Dimensions*: 	C-C between
screws 128 mm

Colour:
Brass/brown leather
Dimensions*: C-C between screws 160 mm
Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7199H8BN160

GB7199H4BL128

Handle H4

Handle H8

Colour:
Black
Dimensions*: 	C-C between
screws 160 mm

Colour:
Black/black leather
Dimensions*: C-C between screws 160 mm
Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7199H8BB160

GB7199H4BL160

Handle H4
Colour:
Black
Dimensions*: 	C-C between
screws 224 mm
Art-no:

GB7199H4BL224

*) For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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HANDLES AND KNOBS

Knob K3 for furniture units

Knob K7 for furniture units or walls

Colour:
Black leather/chrome
Dimensions*: Length 65 mm

Colour:
Brass
Dimensions*: Diameter 25 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7199K3BCR00

GB7199K7BR000

Knob K3 for furniture units

Knob K7 for furniture units or walls

Colour:
Brown leather/brass
Dimensions*: Length 65 mm

Colour:
Chrome
Dimensions*: Diameter 25 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7199K3BBR00

GB7199K7CR000

Knob K3 for furniture units

Knob K7 for furniture units or walls

Colour:
Natural leather/copper
Dimensions*: Length 65 mm

Colour:
Black
Dimensions*: Diameter 25 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7199K3NCR00

GB7199K7BL000

Knob K1 for furniture units

Knob K8 for furniture units or walls

Colour:
Porcelain/brass
Dimensions*: Diameter: 30 mm

Colour:
White marble
Dimensions*: Diameter 28 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7199K1PB000

Knob K2 for furniture units or walls
Colour:
Chrome
Dimensions*: Diameter 25 mm
Art-no:

GB7199K2CR000

Knob K5 for furniture units or walls
Colour:
Brass
Dimensions*: Diameter 24 mm
Art-no:

GB7199K5BR000

GB7199K8WM000

Knob K8 for furniture units or walls
Colour:
Green marble
Dimensions*: Diameter 28 mm
Art-no:

GB7199K8GM000

Knob K9 for furniture units or walls
Colour:
Brass
Dimensions*: Diameter 18 mm
Art-no:

GB7199K9BR000

Knob K5 for furniture units or walls

Knob K9 for furniture units or walls

Colour:
Copper
Dimensions*: Diameter 24 mm

Colour:
Black
Dimensions*: Diameter 18 mm

Art-no:

Art-no:

GB7199K5CU000

GB7199K9BL000

Knob K6 for furniture units or walls
Colour:
Black
Dimensions*: Diameter 27 mm
Art-no:

GB7199K6BL000

Knob K6 for furniture units or walls
Colour:
White
Dimensions*: Diameter 27 mm
Art-no:

GB7199K6WH000

*) For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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BATHROOM FURNITURE WITH NORDIC³ OR NAUTIC WASHBASIN
• Cabinet carcase and doors in the same material.
• The cabinets are supplied assembled.
• Doors with Soft Close functionality.
•	Opening for the drain connection in the bottom
of the cabinet.

•	Sink made of hygienic, durable and tightly vitrified sanitary porcelain.
• Aluminium handles supplied
•	The doors are pre-drilled for the handle supplied with the washstand.
•	Installation system that is quick and easy to fit on the wall and then
adjust to the right position.

BATHROOM FURNITURE WITH NORDIC³ WASHBASINS
ART-no

B032 Nordic³ vanity unit with washbasin
600x420 mm
Glossy white

GB71B032E4WB

Light wood

GB71B032E9WB

B033 Nordic³ tall cabinet
Reversible doors for right- or left-hand installation
One fixed wooden shelf, and two moveable glass shelves

Glossy white

GB71B03300E4

Light wood

GB71B03300E9

A479 Nordic³ mirror cabinet
Asymmetric, soft-closing mirror doors
Two moveable glass shelves
All installation components supplied
LED lighting, colour temperature 4000 K
Encapsulation class IP44
The electrical installation must be performed by an authorised electrician
For installation in area 2 in the bathroom
Glossy white

GB71A47900E4

Light wood

GB71A47900E9

BATHROOM FURNITURE WITH NAUTIC WASHBASINS
Nautic vanity unit with bathroom sink
570x440 mm

570

440

Glossy white

650

535
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280

GB71B032E4WBN

BATHROOM FURNITURE WITH LOGIC WASHBASIN
•
•
•
•

Cabinet carcase and doors in the same material
•	Washbasin made of hygienic, durable and tightly
The cabinet is supplied assembled
vitrified sanitary porcelain
Doors with Soft Close functionality
Opening for the drain connection in the bottom of the cabinet

ART-no.

1850 Logic vanity unit with washbasin
500x265 mm

SOFT CLOSE FURNITURE

With mixer hole to the right

GB71185001R00

With mixer hole to the left

GB71185001L00

MOISTURE RESISTANT

THE ACOUSTICS IN A BATHROOM CAN

THE WOOD USED IN GUSTAVSBERG BATHROOM FURNITURE HAS BEEN

RESULT IN LOUD, SUDDEN NOISES

DEVELOPED AND TESTED FOR HIGH DURABILITY IN HOT, HUMID

BEING PARTICULARLY IRRITATING. WITH

BATHROOM ENVIRONMENTS. SMART DESIGN – E.G. THE WAY OUR

SOFT-CLOSE FUNCTIONALITY, CABINET

WASHBASINS EXTEND BEYOND THE EDGE OF OUR WASHBASINS

DOORS AND DRAWERS CLOSE GENTLY

– PROTECTS THE FURNITURE FROM SPLASHES AND ELIMINATES

AND QUIETLY.

UNNECESSARY MOISTURE TRAPS.

*) Dimensions apply to furniture unit without washbasin. For detailed dimension sketches, see www.gustavsberg.com. For exact prices, contact your dealer.
We accept no liability for printing errors and reserve the right to make changes in range specifications without notice. Always check in advance when making important decisions.
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VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT
WWW.GUSTAVSBERG.COM FOR
EVEN MORE INSPIRATION!

SUPPORT AND SERVICE
Our website also contains manuals and
instruction videos, as well as tips and hints to
help you use and care for your Gustavsberg
products. To contact our customer service
staff, send an e-mail to info@gustavsberg.com

A MEMBER OF THE
VILLEROY & BOCH GROUP
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